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DC: This is tape ah number two side A continuation of the ah the 

interview with Eddy Daniels. Eddy we were talking about a 

possible one possible split that might have occurred and that 

was around the issue of cooperation with MK and ANC and as far 

as you know that was the only discussion of that sort then as. 

ED: As far as I know. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: As far as I know. Now the question I suppose is whether I 

would of heard this thing at the time now of course the 

liberal party as I said had laid there bridges of ridges of 

elbow to the to the 18 pieces but it was remembered by the 

coalition I was not in the air force I believe I had the 

students and the vision which Leftwich thought was happening 

and I was only in the in the whole organization which fighting 

a guest I have I have only yes the guess or the understanding 

of the things going on. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And this is going to what happened during the whole sentence 

when I advocate the he pleaded in saying this man has got a 

decision in education communication being 
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DC: Ha oh O.K. 

ED: But all of us intellectuals of this and that you see and ah 

like now like he was actually ardent to save my life . 

DC: Yes of course. 

? : Yes. 

ED: Because the death penalty was a possibility you see you know. 

DC: Yes. Sure. 

ED: And ah. 

DC: so you use any argument you can O.K. 

ED: Oh yes. He used any argument not me yes. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Because when the genius had not believed in the dark I said I 

am not in that statement now and they love me and ah then I 

started looking at the aim for approval and we made one 

situation and we did O.K. yes after I get some now - -----
DC: Eddy quickly on organizational stuff ah the organization was 

pretty loose wasn't it I mean cells didn't really mean 

anything very much did they ah was there really a regional 

command structure or national one or. 

ED: Well you see there was put ah very loose you know Adrian, 

Randolf and myself we are real centres on the national 

executive we think but ah and we meet women in more cell s 

especially because Randolf who made contact on a real l abour 

case and he meets a national formal group and the same thing 
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applied ah applied regionally I was in terms of the explosives 

and those that are here and I worked to initially close the 

this one and ah but again everything was ah and it really it 

was not you know the best and one of them becomes famous when 

one becomes so familiar with the agricultural centre but ah 

Adrian. 

DC: Sure. But ah Adrian I mean Adrian was really the most the 

worst in terms of being very very loose about security 

questions wasn't he and by keeping lists and names and so on 

or wasn't or was that not fair? 

ED: I don't think that was quite contradicting you see ah in the 

case of the Bishop in Johannesburg was working under in t he 

office considering saying I when it was banned and he had kept 

his seats of money very efficient just to show his only take 

negative ______ it here and that got into trouble in t he 

sense if I was resistant _______ now to my mind you see 

we had to play pay a portion of our salaries feed into t he 

organization. 

DC: Into the ARM? 

ED: Yes. 

DC: Oh I didn ' t know that things that first time I heard that. 

ED: I think it was it was about three and a half percent or 

something like that as a matter of fact you know ah well i n 

prison the 

DC: Oh really. 
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ED: Come and first house the common with the common law prisoners 

and you know in prison that they would ask me more questions 

I think to be in guess of a tight freeze so I says so I says 

we can get paid we had to pay. It is a joke Christ you . 

All: Ha. 

ED: So ah we had to pay I forget the figures through to the 

officers and something from your salary they would even have 

to get paid now _______ and ah. 

DC: Yes . Who was the treasurer? 

ED: I think Eddy and I 

DC: Eddy and Westhill 

ED: But I stiLl make it with that he kept the record and yes a nd 

I think in he in all honest in all honesty may take i t and t ry 

to keep a score of what he was getting in you know. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Get check something which unfortunately lead to the down fall 

of a very amateurish group by the way but the point I am make 

and ah and ah and people say what do you accomplish and I say 

at least we tried you know and I got my selfish back put a and 

but ah good people keep asking all of a sudden quite quite 

time frightened people was really going stand against t hem 

DC: Yes sure. 

ED: Michael and the African Army against them you and anything 

good but we did try but ah as far as aliens was concerned I 
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phoned in a book or shelter that I guess who one of those 

things now we had to run from 1961 through to 1961 you know. 

DC: Through him. 

ED: You know beware like the song good girl 

DC: Yes . 

ED: Who said who survived and ah again I ask and ah there is a boy 

that I because throughout my New Year's one little incident 

about well how lucky we were to survive ah we had from wearing 

them from the rich flat and you were sure you were very brave 

with ah and we were making shaped charges and in other words 

we are around that nothing then the sticks of dynamite and 

putting the powder into plastic bags so it was the shape of on 

the charge you know you put it on here you just shape it on 

this and you say I would have tied it down there and some of 

them or you tie them at 

and ah after we had made a number of charges we 

had a we were now stuck with alot of wrappings this ah very 

oily wrapping considered down to dynamite and ah so I 

suggested that we time had as we put it in this time we left 

burn and Eddy says no no let's take it to Vinernan and then 

again just getting it doesn't matter which way we go but you 

know make sure we see it as well you know so we went to Wyman 

Park and we piled all of these wrappings all these courier 

wrappings you pile them there you know and you let it and Eddy 

and I stood around watching the bird 
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an ah the one of the police men in the van 

said what is going on here? So Eddy said ah you stood by her 

Dicky Wallman not yet 

DC: And left. 

ED: Yes. In the mean time we could seize not only the sheet of 

you see the blue flame coming up and then we have in the 

middle the crystal of -------

DC: Cracking buzzing yes. 

?: Oh my God. 

ED: Zzz zzzz and then and you know when I got home I 

don't know how it got in my pocket I had a small piece of 

depilated chord in my pocket if I can be radio 

this suspicion you would be good for the shape 

to be 

? : Yes. 

DC: Yes yes that is amazing. 

ED: But it there is only one other number I can tell you but I 

won't bore you with the other incidents and ah how. 

DC: No go ahead ha they are fascinating. I have heard very few of 

the real actual incidents from people that I have talked to. 

ED: Yes but this is all the needed exercise where. you know we 

mentioned the two when it is manage to avoid and avoid wait 

definitely one was a dog in the court cannot open the door the 

door. 
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DC: I doubt I remember that oh when you were under the under the 

yes. 

ED: yes we were warriors worries I got - ------
and tell you the dog was gay ------ when we -------

had to clear away you know get out. 

DC: You and Adrian at this point. 

ED: Yes. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And ah there were other a number of individual at Witts one 

this this was is wasn't really an incident but it was an 

extraordinary building ______ Israeli we had our work 

shop in ah in Dog State ------ and this is in and this is 

a message from the dark under 

and ah we use to be 

we abandoned the these over watchers because it was 

the letting us down -------
DC: Yes. 

ED: I remember jogging so we bought this big jock clocks this is 

this is a bit more of a on a light you know 

and ah and so we had this jock clock with wires 

leading out from the top and it looked very impressive as a 

matter of fact we clocks and ah one day at our meeting 

everybody there from the word effort oh and we all gathered on 

and ------- running down there -------
was a security group inside we watched making 
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DC: Yes. 

ED : Eddy himself volunteered to go to his 

? : Did he ask him? 

DC: He said they said five people said you volunteered yes . 

ED: I am not going and so I went and now as you come to the front 

of the stairs go up the we were upstairs you know stairs you 

know stairs go up. As I came down twice I expected this 

began with my 

shoulder nothing happened from good excuse came you know you 

so happy an incident but it was all clear not call everybody 

a chain one you end up burglary . 

DC: Oh no. 

ED: We had a burglary. They stole three or four of our beyond of 

our had to be license and a few of our batteries that torch 

which was shifting you know and just now. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Now we packed up of course because you know you know and at my 

eye we imagined what is happening. This guy is going out with 

a difficult with a difficult meeting in political limited box 

and it is to go in the salad 

DC: Yes. 

ED: You see and the moment these people put it into their minds 

they are going to blow their own mains and if they never 

assaulted a chap or it was reported to the police we can 
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ED: And they come back to us so we had gunned gone that place 

immediately. 

DC: Immediately yes. 

ED: But it was a burgundy bag and ah. 

DC: Ha . You didn't hear of any detonators exploding else where in 

the main in the sewers of Cape Town? 

ED: No. Ha no . So those are among the incidents you know way 

this shows you any different _______ bit piece of that 

DC: Yes. Yes. 

ED: Would you come and destroy your organization guest academic? 

DC : Sure. Eddy did you guys talk politics alot as wel l as talk 

about operations when you would meet and did you see the guys 

fairly regularly for instance? 

ED: No. 

DC: No. 

ED: No the politics were what you would talk about in the liberal 

party. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: You see. Now the people I would be regularly with is Adrian 

and ah and Randolf you know. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Occasionally Spike and Norman Bamburger you know but ah 
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ED: But my it must have been every size my argument was not a 

poiitical argument. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: My argument was Ogassi you see and ah I didn't have the the 

know how the excellent standing of the gladly 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And all of our my main drive was to see the rest and 

------ he was in power in along 

with the recent government. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: So one must not beat 

know 

you 

DC: Oh. sure. What did ah did you ever talk while you were in 

prison to ah what was this sort of ANC position on the ARM did 

they ever say anything about it or yes. 

ED: _____________ did only English 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And for the Liberal Party. 

DC: Yes. And never criticized or? 

ED: Yes well for the o thers guys the NUSAS Movement 

hay. 
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DC: Yes. 

ED: They exercised the liberal parties and I told him to as we and 

we are going in the 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Besides me you see and ah when it came to their records and I 

say it is compared a little bit of everybody removed and we 

hope so and from here I thought that they were actually a 

joined joint and ah I attacked him on a base that basis but. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: But I had the full support of the ANC and I had the full 

support of Swaziland. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Did very good and the ANC how the little liberal party in 

power and ah they would speak about to Johannesburg you see I 

have no big fears about Johannesburg but in fact you or you 

all involved in and they speak very of it must be darker and 

he has seen Toronto now because any of the liberal party 

members you know and others as well you see and ah you know 

the liberal party is highly respected. 

DC: Yes. Sure. 

ED: It is only the from and the PIC have little or none effect 

although ah there was late only was perfected with eye sight 

with the ancient sort of clues 

left with the party 
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was concerned but the original mint and ah and Black conscious 

we have all those people yes they were plenty yes. 

DC: They were 

ED: Yes they were plenty every other see 

DC: Yes. Eddy you don't know what happened to some of the Black 

members who gave evidence in the trials up in the trans ball 

I mean there was there was a man called Ollephant 

whom I think worked for the South African Institute of Race 

Relations and he has evidence against Parson _____ and 

there was a man called ah Willy Tabonnie who was with a thing 

called the African Freedom Movement with something of a bit of 

a break away from the ANC there was a man called Johnathon God 

Gladler do they do make do they ring any bells at all or set 

Setlabella? 

ED: Nothing. Yes there was one chap in Cape Town who 

Company Jack he gave well you see he 

did not just give state evidence but he volunteered now there 

was six Black state witnesses in my case. 

DC: Oh there was an African or was there any other 

ED: Yes there Spike and myself yes and the Doc and there were six 

state witnesses against us and only two were called Adrian and 

Luke Vandarrit 

DC: Oh. 

ED: That is all they a they needed you know. 

?: ______ all they needed. 
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DC: Yes. 

ED: So others were le~ us see O.K. like but there was an action 

another Russian chap now 

DC: His name was not Lawrence something from East London? 

ED: Possibly you know partly I I forget his name but ah he let us 

let me know when I was in attention I was always playing with 

the sweet _____________ always and I remember one 

incident where they were two of one was in the yard with us 

and yes I remember the gate was locked I know that but we were 

going to attack me what is physically but only if you are in 

a position to succeed and we had plans to shake to take it 

exercise you know otherwise you are only open one time a year 

maybe come again and ah. 

DC: And this was an escape attempt that you were going to make or 

what? 

ED: Yes. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Oh we always compare attempt to escape and he threw me a 

signals which were just horrible you know because he was 

indicating to me that it was a cop he wanted you know and ah 

but I really could not 

succeed because we are locked in the case gate is was board 

and the other one was on the other side . 

DCt Who was giving you the signals? 

ED : ______________ the signals were given to me from an 
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African chap. 

DC: Oh this A-frican chap who was going to be a state. 

ED: _____________ his name on as far as as far as we 

remember the LN 

DC: oh really. 

ED: Yes and I said I do not know you very well and then he goes on 

vacation detention and then of course the ah he was one of 

them who had offered to reinstate the course then extension of 

her life was out I was now in this slow section of the island 

and in the school yard the ministry of who I know he came 

along it was just picked up and did he ask me about study 

leave and listen you a bad boy we go out to the study and how 

goes it and I said you have got it created you know and he 

said well ah I ha I got them shouldn't they speak to you in my 

office in the office in front and I said if I should with 

children and then on central with a 

line that this chance chap he had tried to leave South Africa 

leave them there was a list on the border and he tried to be 

a member of the ANC he was also that 

he was in another section. We too had made arrangements with 

the revenue officials the same as always and yet come from 

other organizations oh I says we meet again. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And he was trying to change it all. 

DC: Was he? 
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ED : Yes but let me I 

DC: But all you remember about him is that ne seemed to give you 

false signals at one point yes. 

ED: Yes that was the difficulty in him. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Because you know we could not have such leaders. 

DC: Succeeders so you don't know what was behind that ha? 

ED : You know I don't want to do any access but I I could imagine 

that if we attacked a molecule stand back and that you know 

and maybe. 

DC: Stand back. 

ED: And maybe some goody goody will gobble follow from there. I 

don't know. 

DC: Yes. Yes. 

ED: Standing funny but you know this is my mind's eye and I became 

weary of it 

know. 

his margin remark you 

DC: Yes. But you know you had never heard of his existence in the 

three years here in Cape Town. 

ED: No I don't know how I got to hear it up in Graharnstown I 

caught this Black _____ man told me something about him or 

something other you know and. 

DC: I will have to ask him 

ED: And ah but he was suppose to take in someone couldn't go to a 

job other than I think it was an early job where they did the 
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ah the. 

DC: The cables. 

ED: The cables you know and ah and but something to do with that 

and we would have to. 

DC: You thought there was an African member involved in that 

possibly? 

ED: In Adrian 

DC: No in the cable job . 

ED: And I think he was suppose to have fixed up and he didn't. 

DC: No and he didn't . 

ED: To fixed up and or something like that you know but ah this is 

Gregg. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: This is Gregg you know. 

DC: Yes yes. 

ED: And I don't know where I got the story from and what source so 

but that was not it but nevertheless ah we were in detention 

together at some time or other you know. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And ah and when I say he wasn't really an eye the police that 

ah there was another form four people persons you know and I 

was you know the 

have the opinion or that 14 days or 15 days or 

then they arrested a few others now and this was a big to show 

some other group never on their own Alex -----
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, James Marsh and ah and Monty Evans they you 

know they were also put into the top position 

DC: Oh. Yes. 

ED: Of allies officially ours so ah we use we opened up signalling 

DC: 

ED: 

DC: 

ED: 

DC: 

but I don't know what is part of ______ too much trouble 

----- always out together we always 

plan you know that as soon as they set one off they set one 

off soup in the night drawer you see it will just float in 

their faces and attack him and try to make a get away but 

these are now plans and now and then now of course the 

occasion was that you were exercising and this chap now didn't 

need the cake plate 

This is the time yes. 

But it was not you know we would never succeed and. 

Yes the best thing I am listening. 

And so I became a radio man and but I do not 

really know who he was _______ at the time 

Sure. Let but see Johannesburg people all ------

they don't mean a thing to you those names. 

ED! No. 

DC: I am just wondering who in the ANC I might approach to ask 

about that you know some one who knew those ANC youth league 
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as fairly well. 

ED: That is Adrian 

DC: A name you can think of ah someone suggest that. 

ED: You might find ___________ maybe now he is actually 

a in charter member he was in the 1980s' as a 

matter of fact he was in charge of confronting with Israel at 

one stage and. 

DC: Oh really. 

ED : And Michael Darker . 

DC: Yes. 

ED: That is alias kind of lady 

DC: Let me let me make the last question any regrets on the ARM? 

What what how would you sum it up now looking back? 

ED: No. Ah looking back of course we and the ARM we are a very 

anxious group but there is a brief I can solute it is clearly 

I can in Adrian and Leftwich 

DC: Yes. 

ED: ----- Adrian was dynamic he was the organizer and 

ah he was in case of the empty goverhment -----

but ah unfortunately they the stakes were rather high and it 

went to the wrong 

to pay was far well done 

captured by this much 

the price you had 

I was of yet 

but he was but you know who 

he made a contribution to the to the Sky Dome and ah the ARM 

the liberal party ----
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this is where I I had a lunch I met up with Peter Robins such 

integrity that ah it made me feel rich just being associated 

with him even though I wasn't close to him. I didn't have an 

humiliation with anyone because I was 

not close ___________ in all and I was and also I 

didn't circulate very much and ah I am not trying to be funny 

I didn't know the inter- relations of past fatigue that others 

you know to to meet and find each other and ah and but it was 

a another level of of my spiritual enrichment of to meet 

people of the spell and you know and I know the reason victims 

DC: No . 

ED: And then you know again I also had wanting this I went to 

prison some rich like to have a couple of drinks which on 

level got other ones you know and ah. 

DC: Apart from third degree which you could have avoided. 

ED: A part of the third degre~ you see and then alone I you know 

we came together and through her efforts my efforts we got 

this beautiful home then like no 

and I have no regrets and the important thing is 

you know I have my self-respect and that to me that is very 

important and ah so all the up. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: So all the up vails and down vails just meeting is another it 

was an education relating rating I mean this has not happened 
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all the people in the whole world who invites out Allan or 

something and saying that he didn't you know and ah what is to 

see South Africa for my bet ah like 

alot of people if you like what is 

the name and so on and let me tell you any kind of juggling 

alike if you don't mind 

DC: Sure. 

ED: We use to at the end of the year you are allowed to organize 

and have games you know when we use to organize just put down 

little good and see things and ABC as well as obvious it has 

names in it like Lions and what not and 

ah the community chess and dominos and ah 

Q tennis and table tennis and tennis and struggle and we as 

compete against the other 19 without so many points and chess 

here and this one that one is it and ah we also had dominos. 

Now here Alias was a lady and he was in the one group that the 

numbers and they made him the president of the domino club 1 

see so and of course he had seggregation he is a lovely 

person. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Plays in the dominos club. What is but also he was smuggling 

newspapers you know all the time illegally by the waters and 

he was stealing from the offices that he. 

DC: From the common prisoners. Yes. 

ED: The common law prisoners or something they would need be pay 
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we tobacco or things like that you know and ah and Brenda 

Oakcome ______ _ was in charge of 

George enemies of____________ It was a very ah 

new person he of course was trying to wait after up to the 

newspapers and then now for short leave _______ he refers 

to as the core and realize was there the armed visit -----
he was prisoned on the job. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: He was visited on the main stack you see and then naturally 

they say I was the press and the war was associative press 

with the newspapers and they arrested Alias McGrover 

DC: Yes . Ha. 

ED: Ha wouldn't you love us see the outcome was then I was the man 

he says you are the man who can do only in the pharmacy 

we use to his brother, Lyonal and 

myself we were the three we use to steal most of the 

newspapers from the watering officers and by and back mirage 

and via the smugglers all kinds of things we should be doing 

now but we still get news but late by about it that is a month 

late and it is published there now then if we get today's news 

today and I still initial the document come as I will and have 

a sensitive and I look walked out of this newspaper here and 

but we were desparate you know the life to us and then they 

cross- examined Alias ready __________ _ 
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DC: Yes. This ends the tape. 

ED: He says no he says I am President of the Donald Club and that 

is my name I am President and they call me for short sure they 

call me Mr. Press so it goes the other new other song . 

DC: And she thought of it like that? Like the moments you know. 

?: There is another African chap dear Mr. Setlabella off. 
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